Capacitance measurements, which are exquisitely sensitive to changes in cell surface area, have also been used to determine the release properties of ribbon synapses. Individual synapses vary greatly in their release probabilities, and release probability depends on the size of the readily releasable pool (RRP) of vesicles. An indication that release probability may be high at ribbon synapses is the fact that they exhibit strong paired-pulse depression, which is likely due to short-term vesicle pool depletion. Goldfish bipolar cells, for example, have a saturating capacitance jump of 150 fF, which corresponds to a RRP of about 6000 vesicles ( Figure 1A ). This RRP is close to the number of vesicles attached in toto to all the ribbons of the terminal, because there are about 55 ribbons per terminal, each with 110 vesicles (Matthews, 2000) . Similar to the components of glutamate release described above, high time resolution capacitance measurements have identified two distinct vesicle pools within the RRP. The first component consists of a small ultrafast pool of about 1200 vesicles that is released within the first 5 ms ( Figure 1C , red trace). This is followed by a larger and delayed pool of about , 1999) . Finally, an additional function perhaps with more intact preparations subject to physibrate innovation. RIBEYE also does not seem to be presological stimuli, are clearly needed to settle these issues. ent in hair cells, perhaps indicating yet again that hair The assumption that the saturation in capacitance cell ribbons may be fundamentally different from retinal jumps implies a depletion of a vesicle pool is also subject ribbons. Given the very different tasks of the retina and to debate. First, capacitance measures only net changes cochlea, this may not be too surprising, after all. Clearly, in surface area and a constant capacitance could be many questions remain regarding RIBEYE function spedue to ongoing exocytosis and endocytosis that are cifically, and the molecular composition of ribbons more exactly compensated. The fast rate of glutamate regenerally. However, undoubtedly this tour de force study lease, and its saturation within 250 ms (Figure 1C), indi- will open the door for further characterization of the cates exocytosis does not overlap temporally with endocomposition and structure of ribbons. cytosis for brief stimuli. However, during prolonged In summary, by a combination of ultrastructural studstimulation, significant overlap between exo-and endoies and independent measurements of release, evidence cytosis may be necessary to conserve the area of the has emerged that synaptic ribbons are reservoirs of a synaptic terminal. Second, the saturating 150 fF capacilarge RRP of synaptic vesicles. Furthermore, ribbons tance jump ( Figure 1A) corresponds to an 8%-10% inappear to function as highly efficient and versatile nanocrease in surface area of the terminal. This could cause machines for high-throughput exocytosis, operating in significant disruption of the plasma membranes ability to both phasic and tonic modes of release. Obviously, support exocytosis. Some forms of synaptic depression many key questions remain unresolved. However, the may thus result from a transient disruption of active recent molecular studies, perhaps coupled to the novel zones following vesicle fusion or from a selective deplemicroscopy techniques, may soon allow us to sort out tion of high release probability vesicles (Burrone and fact from speculation as we unravel the raison d'ê tre of Lagnado, 2000). synaptic ribbons. There are also many unanswered questions regarding
